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woman writer is Mary Wollstonecraft, the
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Woman. According to Wollstonecraft, wo

the ranks of society. To do this they must s

obtain "character as a human being," a

another.2 Wollstonecraft does focus on u

concern the advancement of women th

independence of thought and how, throu

Women were taught that being beautiful w

Tlte Norton Anthology of English Literature’, 6th Ed., Vol.

Romantic period authors Mary Wollstonecraft, Dorothy Wor
Baillie, Charlotte Smith and Felicia Hemans - all women of

work hy many more women authors) include Jennifer Breen’s

(London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1992), Roger Lonsdale’s Eight
Press, 1989), and Andrew Ashfield’s Romantic Women Poets,

University Press, 1995). For recent critical volumes treating w

eds., Romantic Women Writers: Voices and Countervoices (Hano

Stephen Behrendt and Harriet Kramer Linkin, eds., Approach
(New York: Modern Language Association, 1997).

Wollstonecraft, Vindication of the Rights of Woman in M

Literature, 6th Ed., Vol. 2., (New York: W.W. Norton & Com
text as Wollstonecraft.
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Priestly
among
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 1them,
[2017], Art. 1 who met regul

Wollstonecraft, whose existing audienc

interested in the work of circle members

Wollstonecraft’s part simply to be read
Hands, in The Death of Amnon, a Poem;

Other Poetical Pieces (Coventry: N. Roll

strategies to create an audience for her w

depends initially for a readership am

publication of her volume, but manage

performative devices in her poems to cr

measure of success at the time, judgin

Magazine and Monthly Review).

One other woman author who enco

who employs rhetorical devices to sur

woman whose poems are fascinating yet

considered a great feat that Leigh's po

Literature collections at alld It is diffic
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being in one of these categories.4 Scheie
Binfield:is
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 1, 1997 suggesting that
identity
performance,"

our gendered roles." Most of the attentio

devoted to gender, instead of the vari

ethnicity - mentioned by Dolan and S

Leigh's works, the issues of class positio
Elizabeth Hands appears to have been

venture, but the reception of Helen Le

unknown, but it is unlikely that it receive

It is quite certain that Leigh, due to h

there was little chance of her publishing
large number of subscribers, as did Hands

Only a few of Leigh’s poems have been anthologized. S

Poets, pp. 420-21, and Breen’s Women Romantic Poets, pp. 7-9

Dolan, “Geographies of Learning: Theatre Studies, Pe
(1994), 418.

Scheie, “Body Trouble: Corporeal ‘Presence’ and Perfo
on I’Inde de leurs reves,” Theatre Journal 46 (1994), 31.
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is perceived immediately by it self, w
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other...."7 Leigh does not require the in
her texts) to demonstrate her humble

approach from the one that Hands em

intervention in her "Supposition Poems
that disapprove of her work even prior

the same effect that Leigh does by foregr

of class and gender), yet Hands does no
as Leigh does.

The apologies in Leigh's works do

apologies for the fact of her writing s

almost daring for its time, "The Natural
an apology:

Let not the title of my

Nor let the Prude con

All references to Leigh’s works are to her Miscellane
the text as Poems.
Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding,
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foe. "His
Binfield:crime
Gardner-Webb entails
Review, Volume 1,on
1997 thee a load of w

head," Leigh writes, again performing her

it against the one whose betrayal it will al

here, since "entail" is a legal word dealin
remakes this problem into one of law,

inherits crime and sorrow, not the prope
child been born within a marriage.

In outlining the performative approa

claim that "one is not born, but, rather, be

that if one gender portrays over and over a

then the face that they present is a "str

Acts," 520) and therefore part of the per

that the gender (in Butler's argument) t

performing, as if on stage. It is the cultur
a gender.
Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution:

Theatre Journal 40 (1988), 519; hereafter cited in the text as
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loyal, Gardner-Webb
and superfluous.
In Leigh's poem
Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

distinctly different ways — in order to p

and as a part of the characters' personal
Doctor; an Anecdote," Leigh satirizes a

and die than live and have to be seen in

You astonish me, Docto
That I may as well die,
For, shou'd I appear in

Amongst my acquainta

This is one way of making fun of th

obviously saw in the women of her time
own performance as a woman writing

apologize at times for her gender, as men
that cleverly points out, subtle as it may
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out of their
curiosity as to how and what a
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

Men would read with similar intentions

brilliantly written poems would almost be

at them for believing when they began to r
therefore must be untalented.

Another good example of such teasin
Modern Female Education." In this poem,

female sex and the upper class. Leigh speak

mother from birth with no hope of ever m

witty and clever, but the message is per
poems. Not even the

language used

chastisements. After a particularly bad ep

"slapp'd her Mistress [the governess] in the

trimming lecture" (Poems 18-19). Upperwhose language is ordinary and (as they

her social position) plain, would not exac

and style of the language of her social supe
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moral,
or lesson. She labels each one of
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1
gender specific

task

of storytelling.

performance. She is not using herself n

but rather she is using something other

these poems, the animals represent som

that requires correction or assistance. F

is the center of the story, but instead of
fool-h ardy. The crow, a bird not usually

smarter of the two. The objective of th

is what people did, almost as a rule, in

objective was chosen. As a woman, mar

wished to marry an eagle, and tried to p

during the day. The owl is nocturnal, an

that he could. Leigh's closing stanza sum

If to shine in a sphere

We may chance to en

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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"The cabbage better plea
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She seems to be addressing the fac

"obscure," are also "secure." The Worm r

before, and accepts its humility, just as Leig

obvious that Leigh could perform "upper-c

members of the upper-class and reading h
lower-class. In this poem, she has the worm

life the way it is, although Leigh knows that

higher station. The end of the fable sums up

"Henceforth, contented i

"Patient, the happy chan
"Rejoic'd to be a Worm,

"May one day be a Butter
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in her Gardner-Webb
poem, Review,
"Eve's
in Defense
Vol. 1 [2017],Apology
Art. 1

arguing such points as the fact that a ma

death of God's son, and that it is unreaso

descending from her, could he more sinfu

men are so strong, and women are so w

forbidden fruit; therefore, women are

Wollstonecraft later, Leigh challenges th

women "have weaker, more delicate sen

therefore are intellectually (and probably

that we find proffered in "The Natural C
Other males in Leigh's volume fare

Providentially Prevented," it is Bellario, t

money away thoughtlessly and puts them

tell his wife, so he sets up a plan to kill him

Miranda walks in on his death scene. Aft

Gary Kelly, Revolutionary Feminism: The Mind and Ca
1996), p. 43.
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Review,writings.
Volume 1, 1997
approach
to her
She humbles

performance. If she plays the role of the in
writes spectacularly, she gains respect and

status will not be able to believe that such

such poetry, and, due to the surprising real
One last thing that Leigh does that is

particularly from Middlewich, a village so

this in writing, it would be assumed by the

of the writings would be addressed to peo
that area. Indeed, Leigh starts her book

references, for example, identifying her vo
Poems, by Helen Leigh, of Middlewich."

place to very generalized tales, stories with

could apply to anybody reading it in any lo

that Leigh is giving herself a location, or,

personalizing her work. Telling of her fam

her a location in the scheme of things, a
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Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975.
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

Scheie, Timothy. "Body Trouble: Corpore

in Cixous's and Mnouchkine's L'Indi
Journal 46 (1994): 31- 44.

Wollstonecraft, Mary. "Vindication of the

Anthology of English Literature. Vol. 2.
Norton & Company, 1993. 101-26.
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Volume 1, 1997
end of Binfield:
theGardner-Webb
1920s.Review,
However,
this paper will

it had another adversary to “react to.” Suc

While it has many similarities and obvious

fundamentalism is not the same moveme

mid-twentieth century. Modern fundame
product of this movement; complete with

Historical Context of Fundam

The historical movement known late

origins with a single creator dissatisfied w

within the context of tremendous social an
Civil War, many Americans - especially,

viewed the Union victory as divine approv

making. The war brought to an end the tr
States. Popular songs of the period such

equated the war effort with Christian p

American Christianity was identified with

George M. Marsden, Understanding Fundamentalism and

1991), p.9; hereafter cited in the text as Marsden, Understandi
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growth of cities. Protestantism had grown
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

so its institutions were adjusted to such set

form of Christianity, however, would beg

change as rural towns transformed themsel

influx of people moving into urban area
percent of the nation’s population) lived
people. By 1930, this number had risen to
to 56 percent.2

As cities all across the country began

more intense commercial pressure, greate

opportunities for contact with represent

groups (Noll 364). People began to be ex

ideas. This increase in social and religi

“traditional” American Protestantism. On

rise of American universities. Colleges an

began to develop a new form of higher ed

Mark A. Noll, A History of Christianity in the Uriited St
1992), p. 364; cited as Noll.
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historicity of a cosmic creation as described
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

evolution espoused by Charles Darwin in h

When applied generally, the evoluti

devastating to traditional Christian belie

perspective, humankind was advancing from

a primitive to a more sophisticated exi

Kuklick, this evolutionary perspective of h

loyalty to science that would ena

existential integration most adequ

greatest advance when the scien

questions of ethics. Control wou

complex. The quality of human ex

better and, consequently, human s
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real world, cause and effect, an

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

ability to know such things w
breathe air.

For Hume, there was no substanc

succession, a stream of ideas, one follow
considered an atheist, he did question

manner he tested self and substance by m

While traditional Protestantism mig

were many whose perspective had been a
view of humankind and society. This

George Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Cult
as Marsden, Fundamentalism.

For a more complete discussion of this topic, consult

S.E. Frost, Jr., Basic Teaching of the Great Philosophers

Samuel Enoch Stumpf, Philosophy: Flistory and Proble
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the political, social, economic, and religi
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there seemed to be a social awareness o

present. People began to concern thems

workers’ rights, the liquor traffic, slum

vanguard of the movement went far be

almsgiving to search for the causes o

reconstruct social and economic relation
Hopkins 6).

One of the most popular novels durin

His Steps. In this book, Sheldon crafts a st

who felt that he was being led by God to

characterized by asking before every actio

At one point, Rev. Maxwell compiles a li
probably do in this parish”:

Ronald C. White, Jr., and C. Howard Hopkins, The S

(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1976), p. 6; cited as
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life,” and
in doing
the life th
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 1so
[2017],neglected
Art. 1

Conflicting Voices: The Voi

It has been suggested that the most f
Moody (1837-1899). After moving to
Moody became an active member of the

of the most influential voluntary agen

revivals (Noll 288). In 1873, Moody inv
(1840-1908), to join him on a preaching

so successful that they remained for two y

When Moody and Sankey return

everywhere in demand (Noll 288). Unl

spoke calmly and plainly, dressing like a

message was founded on “Three R’s”: R

Regeneration by the Holy Ghost. Evang
Moody said, “I look upon this world as
8

Sheldon, In His Steps (Pittsburgh: Whitaker House, 1

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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One of the most famous preachers o
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

(1818-1887). His father, Lyman, was a Co
Finney. From 1847 until his death in

(Congregationalist) Church in Brooklyn

“popularizer of‘new theology’” (Marsden,

reassured his audiences that C

modern age. One need not wor

biblical doctrines. The oaks of c

since biblical times. Should we

acorns?” The religion of the mod

of the here rather than a questio

This liberal thought incited many o

organizers within the fundamentalist mov

One of Beecher’s counterparts who

Brooks (1835-1893). He viewed the na
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interpretation

of

apocalyptic

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

literat

Dispensationalists maintain that the ent
varying dispensations, the last of which

dispensation before the return of Chris

dispensational teaching appeared in 19

published a Bible annotated by C.I. Scof

Those who maintained a post-millen

of the Social Gospel. In the early yea

millennial ism and the Social Gospel ex

stances were supportive of one anothe

maintained that mankind would usher in

the world will be able to do this is thro
essence, the Social Gospel.

Perhaps the greatest articulator and s

Rauschenbusch. In reference to the Chr

Charles R. Eerdman, “The Coming of Christ,” The Fu

1917), 4: no.
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Of this vast wo
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

I hear the tread of marc

The patient arm

Not ermine-clad or clot

Their title-deed

But waking early, toiling

The heirs of all

Charles Kingsley’s hymn of aspiration

day.” Proponents of the Social Gospel m

that would allow that perfect day to come
10

Walter Rauschenbusch, A Theology of the Social Gospe

Rauschenbusch.
11

See June Hohhs, l Sing for I Cannot Be Silent: The Fem

Pittsburgh Press, 1997).
12

Mabel Hay Barrows Mussey, ed., Social Hymns of Brot

59; cited as Mussey.
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A Changing World
With the dawn of a new century came

Social Gospel was the predominant mind
very positive about the nation and world

notion that the nation was being used by G
would be suitable to effect Christ’s return.

When World War I began and the U
the conflict, these positive notions began

the world began to see the destructive po

such as the machine gun and poisonous gas

to how progressive the nation and the wo

afforded soldiers a new weapon on the battl

ways in which wars are waged. Because
technology, the destructive and killing

exponentially. Marsden notes that, until th

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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World
War Review,
I left
American
society w
Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Volume
1, 1997

that had previously often gone unnotice

emergence of such interdenominationa

Movement. The purpose of the group

missionary, and spiritual efforts throughou
This organization, however, was short

Interchurch World Movement was in ruin

Woodrow Wilson’s desires were left unfulf
join the League of Nations.

The Emergence of Fundamen
Noll states that discontent among
American civilization came to a head

movement known as fundamentalism (No

first used by Curtis Lee Laws, editor of the

He coined the term to describe those wh

Fundamentals” (Marsden, Understanding
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to accept as the irreducible quintessence
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

The first fundamental, inerrancy
understanding of inspiration. Evans and

The doctrine of biblical inerra

fundamentalists, essentially mai

dictated, word for word, directly

and that because it was all dict

completely free from error. Whil

flexibility in their interpretation

sometimes as, for example, allego

Ernest R. Sandeen, The Routs of Fundamentalism (Gra

compilation was used as a declaration that was adopted by t

and reaffirmed in 1916 and 1923. Many would list the follo

of scripture. (2) The deity of Christ. (3) The substitutionary

of Christ from the dead. (5) The literal (and described mos
14

Rod L. Evans and Irwin M. Berent, Fundamentalism: H

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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Himself have required to be red
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

mercy, He came from above,

regeneration

or

sanctification

Redeemer, Regenerator, Sanctifie

The substitutionary atonement of

fundamentalists. For those who doubt the

is, then, no redemption. In his essay entit

attacks the moral influence theory as inad

The theory makes the death o
spectacular, an effort to display

offering to God in its nature nec

It struggles in vain to find a wort

Hence it may be charged with e

the work of Christ, if interpreted

“the power of God unto salvation
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conservatives
many
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 1 [2017],of
Art. 1whom embraced T

and the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. wer
fundamentalist-modernist controversy.

Evolution Controversy

While fundamentalism was beginnin

found one of its greatest enemies—evolu

the early 1920’s, Darwin’s theory of evo

contention and strife. A figure who woul

debate and who would also have an i
William Jennings Bryan. Although he

running for president four times and servi

until 1915, Bryan said that he was “m

Ed Dobson, et al, The Fundamentalist Phenomenon (G

For a complete view of Fosdick’s life and his criticism

of These Days (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1956

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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ignoramuses’ (as Darrow describes them)

Gardner-Webb
Volume 1, 1997 weapon” (Mars
perhapsBinfield:
the
mostReview,
effective

Regardless of the outcome of the tria

stance, with increased fervor. According
liberals of “disturbing the harmony of the
of its true meaning.” Russell continues:
In a sermon with the intriguing

My Lord,” Bryan affirmed that th

Savior of the glory of a virgin birt

and of the triumph of His resurrec

put in His place a spurious persona
and as important to satisfy the

painted doll would be to assua
mourning for her first horn.”1"

Ference Morton Szasz, “William Jennings Bryan, Evolut
Evangelicalism (New York: Saur Publishing, 1993), p. 179.

18

Russell, Voices of American Fundamentalism (Philadelphi
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in history,
the Bible was God’s Wor
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

interpretation is to question God, after a
fundamentalism difficult at best.

Fundamentalism's “Demise”

While many felt that the Scopes’ Tr

events of future decades would prove dif

out-spoken, vociferous preachers espou

such person was J. Frank Norris, the for

Worth, Texas. During his years in Fo
experience tremendous growth, from a

1928, with an average attendance in Su

Norris was also a figure of tremend

sermon in which he described the mayo

by four, simian-headed, sawdust-brained

Walter B. Shurden, Not A Silent People (Macon: Sm
Not a Silent.
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modern
era
of Southern
Baptists came in 1
Binfield:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 1, 1997

was the first contracted professor of O
Theological Seminary in Kansas City,

followed, left the Convention, and retir
(Fletcher 205).

In 1961, Elliott completed his book

Broadman Press, an extension of the Sund

surrounding this hook was based on Elliott’s

of Genesis. Some time after the controversy

[In] My comments about the first

I suggested we are dealing with t

physical history . . . the seven da

critics felt God created the eart

hour days. I just cannot buy this

Jesse C. Fletcher, The Southern Baptist Convention: A S
Publishers, 1994), p. 120; cited as Fletcher.
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Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1
Many
conservatives
were outraged th

Baptist who was teaching in one of the

was just as appalling that the hook was p

of the Sunday School Board. Paul Pressl

later play a prominent role among conse

to Millard Berquist, the president of Mi

he was praying that “Dr. Elliott will b
inerrancy of Scripture” (Shurden, Not a

As the Southern Baptist Conventio

Elliott controversy. The existence of co

had a great deal of support. In the same i

White’s article was a critique by Rober
“The author leads the reader through

delicate problems conservative scholars
Genesis” (Shurden, Not a Silent 71).
Presiding over the Convention that
First Baptist Church of Oklahoma City.
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Elliott was eventually dismissed from
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

cor insubordination, as he refused to prom

not allow the book to be reprinted (Shurd
Christian Century said,

The issue is not heresy or the ri

mild biblical criticism. The iss
control

of

the

Southern

Ba

institutions and, through this, of

By the 1963 Convention, Elliott wa

revised confession of faith, The Baptist Fa
(Shurden, Not a Silent 74).

The Broadman Commentary

It seemed that the Convention h

controversy when another formidable c

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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marching forth to victory.” He so

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

beating a retreat. . .We believe
grow spiritually on a diet like Dr.
to “eat it.”

Just prior to the 1970 Convention, a

“Affirming the Bible Conference.” Edwar

vocal minority of liberals had “challenge
and the meeting was called because “we

that there is a limit to our patience” (Shu

At the Convention, Gwin T. Turner o

That because The Broadman Com

the beliefs of the vast majority o

people this Convention requests

withdraw Volume 1 from furthe
rewritten with due consideration

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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As was suspected by many conservativ
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

of Religion in 1969 criticized the book a
Board. Fletcher writes,

The professors’ move, based upon

denied the historicabcritical appr

an immediate backlash. A few let

called for investigations by truste

their professors were teaching abo

The Beginning of the Take-O
Few presidential elections have had

Convention than that of 1979. It was thi

Bellevue Baptist Church in Memphis, Te
2i

W. A. Criswell, Why 1 Preach the Bihle is Literally True (N

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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Conclusion
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

Marsden suggests that “a fundament
something” (Marsden, Understanding 1).

as a litmus test for a fundamentalist, Mar

is a “twentieth-century movement clo

mainstream evangelical Protestantism th

and the cultural change associated with i

attempt to clarify the terminology b
evangelical:
(1)

the

Reformation

doctrin

Scripture—a high view of the

trustworthiness—though not ne

belief in the real, historical c

recorded in Scripture; (3) eterna

the atoning work of Christ; (4) t

missions—since that is the kin

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol1/iss1/1
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It Binfield:
is also
important
to note the mann
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 1, 1997

fundamentalism has been shaped and in

sides of the issue. In the early portion of th

with his pulpit dramatics and personal cha

fundamentalism. At the same time, contri

offer an intellectual articulation of the

characters such as Harry Emerson Fo
fundamentalism

caused

controversy

denominations. In the modern era of Sou

were most often offered by pastors of ver

Rogers, who is considered by many th

resurgence among Southern Baptists, is p

Memphis, which boasts a membership exc

presently pastor emeritus of the First Ba

George M. Marsden, “Contemporary American Evang

ed. David S. Dockery (Nashville: Broadman and Holman Pu

Robert K. Johnston, “Varieties of American Evangelic

David S. Dockery (Nashville: Broadman and Holman Publis
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embalming fluid . . . .24
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TheGardner-Webb
intolerance
of alcohol was popu

the popularity of intolerance was mirrore

The traditional fundamentalist move

of its most famous supporters, William Je

four times. Modern fundamentalism is als
more active than the earlier movement.
The presidential election in 1976

Carter’s position as a “born-again” believe

later, Adrian Rogers, in 1979, was elec

Convention. This incident is considered

the beginning of the fundamentalist dom

United States elected one of the most con
history - Ronald Reagan.

In the political arena, issues such a

movement, and prayer in schools become

Lyle W. Dorsetr, Billy Sunday and the Redemption of Ur
Publishing Company, 1991), p. 181.
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of the Equal Rights Amendmen
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which cut off tax money for welfa

of the amendment’s constitutiona
crushing defeat of the television

the airwaves with gratuitous sex

creationism hills in half of the 5

course, the mighty effect in the

mobilization of millions of hereto

born-again Christians, and religio

These intensely political remarks show

fundamentalists and conservative politic

Republican party. Fundamentalists in the S
to link their theological and political

theological conservatism results in politica

25

Jerry Falwell, Listen America! (New York: Bantam Book
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Gospel,
technolog
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Similarly, modern fundamentalism expe

War II, the turbulent and volatile 1960

movements share many characteristics,
differences

reveal

the

evolutionar

Fundamentalism is a reactionary move

environment; when the environment c

evolutionary religious movement, moder

the fittest.” The fundamentalist leaders

political machine that was underestima

realized what was happening, fundamen
the Convention.

The future of fundamentalism can be

the leaders in the takeover of the Southe

it is yet unclear who will rise to assume th

leadership a question, but so is fundamen

reactionary movement; it acts to eff
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Darwin, Charles. Origin of Species. Edite

Library of Universal Literature. New
Dockery, David S., ed. Southern Baptists
Broadman and Holman, 1993.

Dobson, Ed, Ed Hindson, and Jerry Falw
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,

Eighmy, John Lee. Churches in Cultural A
Tennessee Press, 1972.

Evans, Rod L., and Irwin M. Berent. Fu
Salle: Open Court, 1971.

Falwell, Jerry. Listen America! New York

Farnsley, Arthur Emery II. Southern Bapt

Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania St

Fletcher, Jesse C. The Southern Baptist C
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Lawrence,
Bruce B. Defenders of God. Sa

Marsden, George A. Fundamentalism and
University Press, 1980.

Reforming Fundamentalism. Grand Ra

—Understanding Fundamentalism and Ev
Eerdmans, 1991.

Marty, Martin E., ed. Fundamentalism an

McClellan Albert. The Executive Commi

1917- 1984. Nashville: Broadman P

Morris, C.R. Locke, Berkeley, Hume. Oxf

Noll, Mark A. A History of Christianity i

Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1992.
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Truett, George W. Salt of the Earth. Gran
Publishing, 1957.

Walvoord, John F. The Millenial Kingdom
1959.

Warfield, Benjamin B. The Plan of Salva
1942.

White, Ronald C. and C. Howard Hopk

Reform in Changing America. Philade
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forty.

Most GOAL students have establis
Binfield: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997

and, therefore, choose not to trade stabi

Gardner-Webb GOAL Program allows th

various sites convenient to their home lo

their lifestyles that a residing on campus o
might cause.

Because GOAL students exceed tradi

level, experiences, and stability in life c

dysfunctional attitudes (e.g. pessimism, hel

study tested this hypothesis by administerin
and day students at Gardner-Webb.

Cognitive psychologists generally beli

depression. According to Beck, Rush, Shaw

misrepresents perceptions in a negative w

Steer, and Brown (1993) explain the follo

person begins to think negatively; the pe
shift," (a system of perceiving the world
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test the
following
First, a
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 1 [2017],hypotheses:
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between age and DAS scores. Second, o

dysfunctional attitudes than day studen
display fewer dysfunctional attitudes

widowed subjects. Staff at Gardner-W

following information to serve the stud

II. Method
Participants

One hundred nine day students a

Wehb University participated in the st

of a 62 (32.1%) to 131 (67.9%) male
hundred twenty-six singles (65.3%),
divorced students (7.3%), and three

mean ages for Day versus Goal students
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categories
of Review,
"approval,
Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Volume 1, 1997

love,

achie

omnipotence, and autonomy" (Corcoran a

using a mixture of male and female mos

scores range from forty to two hundred
attitudes.

Procedure

Paiticipants filled out and returned th

in classes. The tests were not timed, and

Each student took three tests including the

in several ways so that an order effect wou

for taking each test, including an explana

located at the beginning of each respective
chose from a specified scale the integer

description fits him or her. The students w
to clarify information given to them.
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Within
a Vol.
possible
Gardner-Webb Review,
1 [2017], Art. 1 DAS score ran

students (n = 109) averaged a score of 2

= 83) was 214.08. (See Figure 1.) S

attitudes, GOAL students demonstrate

confirmed that this difference is signific

< .0009. (See Table 1.) In other words, t

random error is only nine chances in ten

The marital status scale consisted of

widowed. Single students (n = 125) ha

students (n = 50) produced a mean DAS

divorced subjects (n = 14) was 225.29; a

DAS. (See Figure 2.) Widowed subjec

followed by divorced, married, and sing

that the results were significant at the 0

Table 2.) The probability that the resul

ten thousand. Since the condition of m

a post-hoc Tukey test was conducted to
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Since
GOAL students tend to be ol
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maturity from which to draw. Day studen

and have fewer and less varied life expe

draw on the helping resources uniquely

formation of healthy attitudes, which i
circumstances arise. In light of this idea

attitudes of GOAL students compared to

the greater age and maturity of the GOA

Regardless of the reason GOAL st

attitudes, their fewer dysfunctional attitu

than day students. Members of the univer

the resulting implications. For example,

carefully for signs of depression in day st

such as adjusting to taking more difficu

learning to live with a roommate may in

If age explains why night students have h

more dysfunctional attitudes than seniors
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variances
in DAS scores. The large vari
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Replication of this study will be ne
present findings are reliable. Variations

students appraise their ability to solve p
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200:
195

x

-

II
DAY
PROGRAM

(n=109)
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Single

Married

(n=125)

(n=50)
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Source
DF

Marital

SS

3

11620.6554

38

188

140908.8238

7

Status
Error
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major hypotheses. Paper presented at
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American Psychological Association.

Walters, Hope. 1996. Effect of birth orde

at Gardner-Webb University Social S

Wong, Jane, and Dani Whitaker. 1993. D

cognitive and personality correlates i
time. Journal of Clinical Psychology.
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men have always had power it is more d
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1, 1997
womenBinfield:
can
acquire
power
they must "pe

lives possible to men and to women, the
their position of authority," and they are

struggle. In other words, they need to re

before they take action. It is these wome
confines of a masculine world and taken

according to Heilbrun. As long as women

them and they placed men "at the center o

control. If a woman does place a man at th

needs will naturally be secondary. Therefor

she must commit an act that is socially u

her. This might include some kind of sexu

as Willa Cather practiced. It might also

method women gained the power to pub

Heilbrun, Writing A Woman's Life (New York: Ballanti
Heilbrun.
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of Ellen Glasgow and W
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the delicate "flowers" men have been wr

of themselves and their families withou
succeed where men fail; they are able
land. Often, others rely on the woman,
direction of her life.

In this paper, I

Cather use their characters to challenge

In the fiction of Glasgow and Cather, w

they should and should not live their

confine women are the beliefs that wo

should be totally dependent, and that th

lives. But authors such as Ellen Glasgo

characters who transcend these bounda

This growth process forces each characte
not those of a man. The result of this

Spacks, Imaging a Self: Autobiography and Novel in E
Press 1976, p. 11; hereafter cired as Spacks.
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period. Binfield:
HerGardner-Webb
novels
mostly consist of the "so
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before the confederacy."5 Virginia analyzes

lady" and the deterioration of the old Sou

meeting the present and the "reformation o

Ground is also divided into three sections;

land while at the same time showing the

main protagonist, Dorinda Oakley. Ellen G
and sometimes overlaps these traditions

Ground.

Thiebaux, Ellen Glasgoiv (New York: Frederick Ungar P
text as Thiebaux.

Glasgow, The Woman Within: An Autobiography (New Y
as Woman Within.

Holman, A Certain Slant of Light (Baton Rouge: Louisia
Holman.

Glasgow, Virginia (New York: Penguin, 1989), p. 129; h
7

Glasgow, Barren Ground (Orlando: Harcourt, 1985), pp
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problems
which
had
to deal with b
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Dorinda realizes she can survive on her

Glasgow's life was not the only influ
relationships with her family.

III. Ellen Glasgow’s Male C
Ellen Glasgow based the survival of

natural selection (Thiebaux 14)- Each s
her novels,

the women must discove

independence for a man. The wome

disappointed after a relationship and rui

not completely free from that love until

the one that brought so much pain to

characters are not prepared to struggle ag
is the women who eventually succeed.

The men after whom Glasgow mo

father and brother, who both appear in V
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that when
the female
is betray
Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumeprotagonist
1, 1997
conclusion similar to Glasgow.

Darwin's theory allows only the spec

the men in Glasgow's novels will all ha
survival and will eventually lead to their

father is too controlling while the char

mentally weak to survive on his own. Ev

female characters cannot be successful. T
or do not have the courage to stand up

cannot survive successfully without a wom
dependent, the male characters lose the
Darwin.

IV. Men at the Center of a W
A. Barren Qrouncl

Dorinda Oakley, the main protagonis

center of her world and is eventually lef
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put theGardner-Webb
past behind
her
Review, Vol. 1 [2017],
Art. 1 and succeed.

When Dorinda gives herself to the la

the land that allows her to become free. T

where the child can be free to run and p

Dorinda, the wide open fields represent a
this as labor; rather she sees this as way

The fact that she succeeds at this endeavo

of women when they are not tied to the h

the house nor did she have children; thu
She can forget her worries from the past

her parents die, and then once she has se

herself from the past and male dominanc

her vision and her land. When she does m

is the boss. Dorinda has already been

destroyed her mother. Therefore, withou

herself and her work, creating a new ident

after her. By the time Dorinda makes her
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Virginia, the main protagonist of Virgin
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life. This man seems to promise Virginia

Virginia becomes obsessed with the com
herself to her children. By doing this, she

mother. But her behavior only leads to dis

she has driven her husband to another wo

without resources: "The fighting courage, th

soul, which had been taught to suffer an
heroics" (Glasgow, Virginia 369, 370).

In Virginia, Glasgow creates female ch

or try to overcome these boundaries. Su
boundaries that will destroy the characters

character who is Glasgow's alter ego. Sus

events that Glasgow experienced. But th

Susan endures, including her father’s refusa

is one of the strongest female characters in t
has an affair with one of his slaves, which

wife and leaves her an invalid until she di
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WhenGardner-Webb
Virginia
alone again, G
Review, Vol.faces
1 [2017], Art. this
1

the return of her son. Through Virginia

his life to his mother and remain with h

Virginia is raised within the confine

the country. She is allowed to go to tow

This lack of freedom keeps her from ex

wants to he different from her mother a

Without some source of escape and by ha

Virginia's only choice is to find a man an

her unable to become independent. The

adequately portrayed what Virginia has t

a man. Virginia's parents and Susan's pa

who devote themselves to men. While V

after her husband dies, Susan's mother i

even after he has an affair with a slav

because the women were not capable of
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lift the poor, lower class out of its positio
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class through
her ingenuity and persevera

father's farm, however, she must experien

experience not only makes her stronger b

to make her life more bearable. Working

family would not have given Dorinda th

after her father dies. By making her fathe

the decline of the social structure and ma

B« Virginia

Virginia's process of growth is stunted

bases her identity on the life of her mothe
at the "Dinwiddie Academy for Young

Southern old lady who believes that "e

theory that the less a girl knew about li

contend with it" (Glasgow, Virginia 16

dependency on a man whom she eventua

Virginia often told her best friend she wa
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women through their female characters
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characters express their feelings of discon

a woman's body is not new; Jo, in Lousi
because she had been born a girl.7 But it
these feelings.

Willa Cather was born into a family

grandmother were the dominating figur

Cather was ten, her family moved Red Cl
six years of her life. Cather saw the town

Cather's mother, although domineer

time; in contrast, her father was a quiet, d

Antonia, Antonia's parents are modeled af

several adults when she was younger, such

the town drunk, two doctors whom she o

7

Acocella, “Cather And The Academy,” The New Yor

Mainiero, American Women Writers, A Critical Referen
Continuum, 1994), p. 315; hereafter cited as Mainiero.
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Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Volume 1, 1997that the female c
her novels.
It is Review,
evident

the forces that tie them to the land and

land or to their families." In Cather's nove

same growth process as the characters in

growth, they must choose between their f

VII. Men at the Center of a
A. My Antonia

In My Antonia, Mrs. Shabata and

disadvantage of placing a man at the cent

her hope in her son's success hy making t

oldest boy, he should be able to work besid

winners for the family. Her hope turns i
family should move to America so her

Shabata gives into his wife because of his
Winters, Willa Cather: Landscape and Exile (Cranbury,
1993), P. 99.
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employer.
Then
a man who pr
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Review, Vol.she
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life.

This man seems to offer Antonia

obsessive behavior when she agrees to go
marry her. It appears that Antonia will

that her father's death taught her nothing

Antonia's disappointment at the situatio

to reclaim her identity and independence
home to work the land until her baby is

Antonia's redemption occurs after sh

self-sufficient. Once her land becomes pro

also her father, and it is through Anton

becomes successful. When she finally doe

and children. Her marriage is successful b
in any way.

10

Cather, My Antonia (Boston: Houghton, 1954), p. 15
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redemption occurs when she ignores the be
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her own desires.

C. The Song of the Lark

Unlike Alexandra, Thea Kronberg is e

as she conforms to the church’s ideas for th

Lark, Thea exudes a passion for her work. T

to many things. As a young child, she i

Wunsch, and loved by Ray. These three

encouraged and nurtured her as if she wer

not only respects them but she also wants t

Ray's death provides her the money to stud

to move out into the world. She slowly gai

distancing her room from them and takin
Thea enter Chicago by herself. Her piano
pushes her to become a singer. Her voice

Cather, O Pioneers! (New York: Signet-Penguin, 1989),
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Female characters often leave home
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described
in that atmosphere. Antonia a

the land and are never far from their ho

only through work. Thea decides not t

domestic sphere. She works on a higher

land and the domestic sphere. However, A

the influence of both and is able to use t

She uses all of her jobs to create the pers
the American plains.
While Antonia is still young she is

people who live in town. But this life only

also tries rebelling against the work of the

time with other girls like herself and enj
several directions before she is able

experiences each of the stages of grow

overcome the female model she has in h

that a woman is supposed to devote herse

start her own family she is left alone. T
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younger brother she acts as a mother. On
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brother is sent to college, Alexandra can b
has past her childbearing years, but this

through her younger brother. Through hi

was unable to do in her youth. She might

way if he had not died but this disappointm
space, Alexandra decides she really wants
O Pioneers! 230).

Co The Song of the Lark

Unlike Antonia and Alexandra, Thea

not even imagine herself working in a ho

housewife. Thea leaves her home with no

self to her music. She places her family, h

as she works toward her goals. She finally

the world her family lives in. She finds w

than the people of Moonstone could
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Each of the women in the novels of G
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process in which they must encounter obst

or will leave them alone. Each woman mu

decide is what the growth process provid

integrating their desires for the role of w
characters, and the women characters

boundaries that their authors experienced

they even go on to more success than any o
them believe they should remain within

depend on then. Glasgow created Dorin

should and should not live and also the re

Cather created Antonia, Alexandra, and

strength through trial and error. Through

knowledge they need in order to assume so
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1988.
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Holman, David Marion. A Certain Slant o
University, 1995.
Mainiero, Lina. American Woman Writers,

Times to the Past. Vol. 5. New York: C

Spacks, Patricia Meyer. Imagining a Self: A

Century England. Cambridge, Massach

Thiebaux, Marcelle. Ellen Glasgow. New Y
1982.

Winters, Laura. Willa Cather: Landscape an
University Press, 1993.
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Language does much more than describe

Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 1, 1997
feelings,Binfield:
underlying
presuppositions, and u

hide behind two thousand year old language
what those words mean in the here and

conform their language about God to meet

society that does not understand or af

Christians must do so without undermining

As part of the Judeo-Christian heritage

Spirit. But the language traditionally emplo

“Father,” “King,” “Lord,” and “Master,” a

connotations. By talking about God in only

God of Scriptures. Christians forget the m

needs and who knows everything about th

Johnson writes, "The mystery of God is pr

female but transcends both in an unimagin
and affirms with Scripture that "God is

Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist The
hereafter cited within the text as Johnson.
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especially
when
only
terms that she
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Thence arises the awareness of the need

for feminine images of God is not as mu

for humanity to engage in language ab
total person of God. Therefore, this

theologians who have attempted to in

feminine aspects of the image of God. T

to encompass accurately all of the at

feminine images of God in addition to th

possibility of using gender-neutral langu
also he explored.

Unless otherwise indicated, all Scriptural passages a

Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Toward a Feminist Th

Nevid and Rarhus, Adjustment and Growth: The Cha
pp. 318-320.
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cannot
truly
experience
Binfield:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 1, 1997 the bonding of

creation is analogous to that most intim

McFague identifies the work of the Mot
human side of reproduction, it does take

embryo, it is the mother's body which c

needs of the growing baby. McFague mak

the "womb" of God (McFague 110). Co

completely transcendent, is also complet

"surrounds" the infant, but is also ever-

movements and presence. But there com

the only thing a mother has left to do is to

gives birth to her child. However, she ne
It is in the same manner that God

When it is in the best interest of creatio

Yet God never quits nurturing and sustain
of this, one needs only to look at the

McFague, Models of God for an Ecological, Nuclear Ag
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I wantGardner-Webb
to alter
the concept of the Trinit
Review, Vol. 1 [2017], Art. 1

are going to think seriously about God, t

that what we mean by those words may
understanding the nature of God.

We have looked at the first figure in

of mother and Wisdom enhance the view

discussion of the second of the Trinity. W
of John, it is apparent that Jesus is the

God, the word which God spoke to cre

extremely akin to that which was accred

and Wisdom he one and the same? Johns
The community of disciples
throughout the ages the good
world through the history and

excellent way of doing so is pr

which since the first century h
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that the Holy Spirit is reserved as the fe

Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Review,to
Volume
1, 1997 conclusion. Elis
information
has led
this

points out that the Hebrew word for Spiri

gender.'’ In Greek, this word takes on a n
masculine

form.

Moltmann-Wendell

patriarchalization the Spirit was thought t

Urschalling depiction of the Trinity with its

Wendel 99). The symbol of the dove, so freq

is typically regarded as a feminine image. In

uses the term "our heavenly mother" when
Mother Spirit even found their way into
Holy Spirit as female, therefore is not a

overruled one. If we employ the image of M

then we have both forms of the parental fi

one over the other. Yet this is still not an a

family. The Holy Spirit, nurturing though sh

Moltmann-Wendel, A Land Flowing With Milk and Honey

Crossroad, 1988), p. 99; cited as Moltmann-Wendel. See also J
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activities of peasants and work
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of society. Most of all, images o

pointing us back to our authen

redeemed possibilities. God/ess
men or women in stereotypical

and female subordination. Add

nurturing mother, mediating th
father is insufficient.

Ruether forces her readers to consi

about God. This language arose in a tim

King (or ruler), men, then women, slav

in modern society and should not exis
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus,

Ruether thus encourages us to remove f
from a correct understanding of God.
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alternative ways of talking about God. Ru

Binfield: Gardner-Webb
Volume 1, 1997 language altoge
away with
genderReview,
specific

would undo centuries of theological reflect

of middle ground from which one can

effectiveness of the Christian's language ab

parental language from the discussion of

language of hierarchical structure from the

careful that one does not allow the infamo

more contemporary feminine imagery abou

which encompass both female and mal
obtrusively one or the other.

An image of God that is relevant to b

other is the "friend" image. Everyone know

working with youth, this model is partic

revolve around their friendships. To say tha

is 'in 1 on all of our thoughts, needs and de

lets us know when we are wrong. Most imp

from other relationships is that it alone ex
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not always get it right." There are so ma

Gardner-Webb
Review,could
Vol. 1 [2017], Art.
1
love that
one
write
many volume

explore time and again; it is not necessary
discussion.

There is, however, a spin on this imag
She brings forth the concept of God as

Bible. The Song of Songs is a poem exp
rather odd in the canon. In reading this

value each other. Even in their descripti

with the most valuable things that they k

to name but a few. The comparison of Go
be taken in the precise location of value:
or desire; the crux is value" (McFague

elements of human love, they should
established in a relationship. Another

through in Hosea. As Hosea is the lover
The Bible also uses the imagery of the

McFague also notes that other thinkers - Kant, Hege
image of God as friend.
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them"
2:18;
in Johnson 25
Binfield:(Judges
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 1,cited
1997
of God empathizing with and reacting

suffering, God grieves with us: "God ta

children” (Jeremiah 31:15-20). In Isaia
God grieves even over the destruction

Israelites in Jeremiah 48:31, 36 (passage

of God suffering is Jesus himself. Jesu

temptations, and grief as humans do eac

Holy Spirit is the one who walks with u

sufferings and pain of this life. God doe

We can also find comfort in the fac

leave the Israelites in Egypt with the co

Rather, God liberated them from bond

liberate them from the sexism so preval

changing of language. If one affirms wi

Greek, there is no longer slave nor free,

of you are one in Christ Jesus" (Galatia
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direction.
Female models, most particula
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direction of God. But then there are tho

connotation that also point us in the dire

Only when these models are combined d

Mother cannot stand by herself, hut Mot

Sufferer show much more accurately wha
Coming into this discussion, I was a

way that we have spoken about God for h

I know any better than the great cloud o

of God? Then I happened across a passag

in closing is appropriate for us to rem

Christian language is hardly inimical to C

with the intention of orthodoxy which pr

communities in each historical context, la

to the earliest Christian teaching."8 I hop
lived up to this responsibility.
Oden, The Living God (San Francisco: Harper, 1987),
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Heilbrun, Writing a Womans Life (New York: Ballantin
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but is television simply a provider of fac
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individual’s decision-making process, or

“handy, ready-made tool for the political

has changed the way that an election w
news source?

Television has been a powerful medi

even before the years of television, exp
have on its subjects and recognized the
Federal Communications Commission: A

media’s main governing body and include

in the media’s relationship with po

Lowe, Carl, ed., Television and American Culture (Ne
hereafter in text as Lowe.

Vanocur, “Television and the Presidency,” Lecture o

Center at Vanderbilt University, 1994): Program 3, 1:27:00

Mickelson, The Electric Mirror: Politics in an Age of T
cited as Mickelson.

Hilliard, The Federal Communications Commission: A
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power to
influence
theArt.public
lies with the
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1

(50). In other words, by choosing specific c

“packagers” can alter the public’s view of
media’s neutrality.
But packaging doesn’t occur only in
often contribute to the distortion caused

packaging is evident in candidates’ staffin

commonly includes press agents, a make-u

the list of experts in techniques of presen
members is to make the candidate look

Campaign managers recognize the presence

use this fact to their advantage by chan

campaign to meet the requirements of tele

Even greater evidence of this reliance

budgets. Mickelson describes what these ri
increase in cost, and the enormous rise
television sufficiently suggests the degree
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(who had
just returned
from a vacation

healthy tan (Mickelson 206). Nixon’s sta

own staff may have been the cause. Offici

inferior type of makeup, which only added

and Kennedy's. Mickelson adds: “[T]he e

achieved balance in the studio derived fro
in front of the vice-president by his

candidate’s staff could become that enra

values and grey-tone scales, it becomes cle

inaccurate view of candidates. Why else
upset?
Furthermore, researchers compared
perceptions of the debates to see what

Television viewers generally gave the e

thought that Nixon was the clear victor (

behavioral scientists’ findings: “The Ke

probably stemmed much more from th
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Art. 1 political process
television
interrupt
the

of the candidates in this race?

Did te

information?

Besides providing a neutral present

instill a sense of trust in its viewers. A

Fuchs, there is a delicate “credibility tri

public, the news, and Washington; publi

government and news are the sides.”'’ Tru

the public’s reliance on networks for the s
the performance of their desired services

and news cannot function without the t

apparent to the public in the course

government relate with each other. A

Just, “Newspaper Days: Politics - We Are the Hostag
Wilson Company, 1981), p. 54

Jankowski and Fuchs, Television: Today and Tomorrow
Jankowski and Fuchs.
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Binfield: this
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 1, 1997 public trust exi
Does
established

government officials have been known t

have staff members to make them look as g

Government greatly contributes to creatin
have become increasingly concerned that

television. If a viewer is exposed to footage

“he or she will develop an ‘optically induce

is increasingly seen as a deceptive fo

stereotypes" without regard for accuracy o
diminish.

The final requirement needed for tele

information is that it must inform the pu

Patterson and Robert McClure say tha
American democracy.8 If television were
'

"Images,” in Vote American [database on-line] (Virtua

available from http://www.frc.org/ads/ve/images.html; Interne

Patterson and McClure, The Unseeing Eye: The Myth o

Putnam’s Sons, 1976), p. 47; cited as Patterson and McClure.
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show clips of the candidates engaged in pl

riding in parades, or other similar activit

the candidates, they are completely irr

significant political issues such as abort

presidential candidate playing golf doesn’
his or her stand on issues.

Whatever the consequences, howev

plays a major role in presidential elections

will continue to change the way moder

blessing” to our political society; it has b
and has afforded the public the means

politicans and the political process, hut it

the public (Mickelson 25). Television h

distant political events into the living r
only part of the picture (25). Perhaps

television’s role in elections would be tha

length and at closer range” to political
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20000_
15000_

Heart

Kidney

. 1 - The need for donor organs in 199

Fig

were carried out ivhile the striped bars are

out if organs were available for all recipie

According to figures released in 199

40,000, (about 5%) who need a heart trans

Due to the decrease in available donor or
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the genes are implanted into a host mo
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1
important
ofArt.pigs
is that the infe

potential "death sentences" to humans (

more ethical considering that more t

consumption purposes (Daniels - perso

II. The Hurdles to Xenotra

Once an allotransplant is perform
recipient's body and be able to perform

it can be rejected, the host's body does
true for a xenograft, an organ from a

transplanted, the rejection is more rapi
Figure 2 describes the outcomes

rejection that can occur to a xenogra

xenograft rejection. Hyperacute xenog

form of rejection that occurs within m

presence of interstitial edema or the s
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and/or complement depletion allow acute
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1993, 183,

The second type of rejection that oc

rejection. Acute xenograft rejection is no
occurs within a couple of hours to a couple

presence of leukocytes and neutrophils (ty
immune system) in the tissue (Platt 1993,

III. Events That Lead to the

There are several reasons why a xenotr
3 gives a summary of such reasons.

All mammals, including humans, ar

circulate within the body hy way of the blo

are produced by B-cells, one category of

Natural antibodies belong to a group of gl

attached) called globulins. Since they par

given the name immunoglobulins (Igs). Th

antibodies that are known to exist in the hu
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Fig. 3 - Possible immune recognition of

to donor endothelial cells, B, Comple
binding of natural antibodies,

C,

C

present on donor endothelial cells th
complement injury, D, Natural killer

attack donor endothelial cells. Adapted

In some instances, hyperacute re

activation of complement by the graft w

(Fig. 3B). This mechanism is not se

transplanted into baboons (Platt 1993, 1
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involves the dysfunction of the small blo
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185). There are several sequences that le

4 shows a proposed model of the events t

Pathogenesis of Xen

Oxidant
Injury

Antibody
Binding

Compleme
Activation

Figure 4 - Events that conlcl lead to hyp

events contributes to alterations in endo
tissue. Adapted from Platt 1993, 185.
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(MAC)
is formed.
membrane atta
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proteins that punch holes in the cell me

membrane causes the cell to rupture, whi
and Grabowski 1993,

693). Figure 5

includes both the classical and alternativ

The activation of complement le

rejection ... a change in the endothelia

binding of natural antibodies to endot

"activated." Once endothelial cells becom

and their thrombomodulin/heparan s

Heparan sulfate proteoglycan is primaril

cells by preventing blood cells and plas

vessel walls (Platt 1992, 13). Activated e
platelet-activating factor (PAF), which

stick to the cells (Figure 6), which lead
xenograft.
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Fig.

5 - Illustration of the two

complement pathivay is initiated by th

natural antibodies. Adapted from Torto
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V. Points of Interest in Xeno

Xenotransplantation researchers inve

such area is the importance of natural an
hyperacute rejection. Some experimental

that natural antibodies initiate hyperacute

(1) anti-donor antibodies are already prese

transplanted into a recipient, (2) anti-don

the donor graft and depleting those anti

longer period of time. Then (3) once an

cause the rejection of a xenograft (Platt 1

Contrary to the belief that the binding
some investigators at Duke University

experimental analysis that it is the bindi

activation of complement (Platt 1993, 186

of Duke University Medical Center condu

Platt and Holzknecht had previously det
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12

Fig. 7 - Western Blot of human natural an

expressed on both porcine (pig) endotheli

bands signify the presence of antibody bin

stained ivith IgM; lanes 2 and 3, pig pla

respectively; lane 4, pig platelet extract s

weight standard. Adapted from Platt and

All cells have antigens that are expressed on their me

which cells belong to the body and which cells are foreign. T
histocampotihility complex or MHC.

A Western Blot is the result of several experimental m

proteins are separated by a procedure known as gel electroph

units called Daltons. During electrophoresis, proteins migrat

migrate to positions lower than heavier proteins, which tend

have stopped migrating, the gel is transferred to a special kin
depending on the preference of the investigator.
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Fig. 8 - Western blot of porcine platelet

IgM or anti-complement proteins. Dark

with IgM; lane 2, stained ivith C3bi;

ivith C3bi; lane 4, stained for CR1; la

for C3bi. Adapted from Platt and Holz
3

gp 115/1 35 is the abbreviated name given to a glyc

(kDa). Kilodaltons are 1/12th the mass of a carbon atom.
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perfused
sera
was
then
stained for IgG
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Gardner-Webb
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molecular masses of 95-250 kDa (kilodalt

were not detected suggesting that the ant

been absorbed (Lane 3). These results

antibodies bind to both cultured endotheli

suggesting that the antigens expressed on

similar to antigens expressed on porcine
4568).
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VI. Injury to Xenografts by

It has been mentioned that the b
complement which leads to the rejection

made to explain why complement is so im

observation is that the levels of compleme
perfused through a xenograft. Secondly,

rapidly in rejecting xenografts. Thirdly,

transplant, the xenograft has a longer peri

The importance of complement has b

1992, 169). However, the question abou

activated (classical or alternative) brough
Some investigators concluded that the

depends upon the species that is being stu

could be activated along with the classica
the endothelium of a xenograft (Bach, et
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Another
method currently being emp
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exhibit or do not exhibit antigens on the

can also be prolonged by the administrati

venom factor inhibits complement (Ba

alternative pathway leading to the deple

turn hyperacute rejection is avoided. Ho
venom factor is that it leaves a recipient
1993, 188).

Genetic engineering can also be used

proteins (GRP) on the surface of pig cel

expressed on all cells that have a nucle

which do not contain a nucleus. It was m

factor) and CD59 are types of CRPs that

caused by complement. It is hoped that th
pigs will express these specific CRPs on

order to prevent hyperacute rejection. Th
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